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National Geographic Kids Really Wild
“When you really pay attention to nature with kids, so many ordinary things become ... a biomechanist and author of Grow Wild: The Whole-Child, Whole-Family, Nature-Rich Guide to Moving More.

Destress your kids with a forest-bathing adventure
She’s gone through most of the food she got last week from a local food pantry; her own lunch will be the bits of potato left on the kids ... members of the National Geographic Society ...

The New Face of Hunger
Humans have a long history of digging wells, but we're not the only species to tap the earth for water: New research reveals wild horses and ... “It’s really cool these researchers actually ...

Wild horses and donkeys dig wells in the desert, providing water for wildlife
The call of the wild rose to a roar as typically “indoorsy ... and after your journey. Click here for National Geographic reporting on the pandemic. Heather Greenwood Davis is a National ...

As travel opens up, glamping is helping ‘indoorsy’ families get outside
Now Nabongo is working on a book with National Geographic about ... You can’t have wild ambition around here, especially if you’re the oldest child.” It really struck me.

She visited every country on Earth. Here’s what she learned.
“It was really hard to find chickens,” co-owner ... who were being homeschooled during the pandemic. “The kids were taken immediately,” Springer says, particularly her 13-year-old son ...

Rent-a-chicken trend spikes during pandemic
National Geographic ... humans in the wild, but still these are school bus-size creatures, and Brian wants to get up close, like uncomfortably close. SKERRY: So you're kicking really hard to ...

Bonus Episode: The Secret Culture of Killer Whales
She saw this shaman in her ceremonial headdress and coat (above), adorned with objects believed to ward off evil: a copper disk, braided ribbons, wild boar ... but it’s really their worldview.

The Moment: A Mystical Coat and Hat
“This is really an unprecedented event in wildlife ... A couple months later, photographer and National Geographic Explorer Carlton Ward, Jr., encountered the panther mom while driving to ...

A mysterious neurological disease is afflicting endangered Florida panthers
A century later we’re still not exactly sure why this place was constructed on a spot that practically touches the sky—a mystery kids will ... says National Geographic Traveler contributing ...

Discover the Mysteries of Machu Picchu
It’s really true—science can be fun! Engaging kids with hands-on experiments activates multiple parts of the brain, which means they’re more likely to retain what they’ve learned.

3 easy science experiments
“Those rocks have had a tough life,” says George Guice, a mineralogist at the Smithsonian’s National Museum of Natural ... artfully arranged among the wild grasses next to the manicured ...

Rare chunks of Earth’s mantle found exposed in Maryland
Over the next 13 years, Gero, a National Geographic Explorer ... can even speak a few words in Korean—really. But the goal isn’t to get whales to understand humans. It’s to understand ...

Groundbreaking effort launched to decode whale language
These 22 wild isles—all of which ... To commemorate the National Lakeshore’s 50th anniversary in 2020, Tom Irvine, along with National Geographic photographer David Guttenfelder, a native ...

What it’s like to kayak the most dangerous Great Lake
Evgeniy Valentey has been an IT specialist here for 10 years, yet the disaster is never far from his mind: “I think of the people really victimized ... their kids could never come inside the ...

Life goes on at Chernobyl 35 years after the world’s worst nuclear accident
As we talk, Knott’s associates are at work in the surrounding forest of Indonesia’s Gunung Palung National Park ... no one had really worked on hormones in wild apes,” she says.

Inside the Private Lives of Orangutans
“I have kids who are 22 and 23 ... s lack of that type of planning that has left Brazilians in the lurch. National Geographic reached out repeatedly to the Ministry of Health to comment for ...

Brazil once vaccinated 10 million people for polio in a day. What went wrong with COVID-19?
“Historically it was really important to have all the resources ... and edible understory plants like wild ginger and northern rice root were all more common in gardens than in surrounding ...

'Forest gardens’ show how Native land stewardship can outdo nature
At the market I photographed autumn-hued beets and wild herbs, summer tomatoes ... and big glass windows that open to the cobblestone street, you really feel a part of the neighborhood.

A Nat Geo Photographer's Favorite Canada Places
Home to some of South Africa’s most iconic landmarks and a vibrant urban scene, Cape Town is a city that really does have ... reflect the views of National Geographic or its editorial staff.
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